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The 000-204 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 000-204 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 000-204 exam is very challenging, but with our 000-204 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 000-204 exam on your FIRST TRY!
IBM 000-204 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 000-204 exam
- Try a demo before buying any IBM exam
- 000-204 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 000-204 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 000-204 tested and verified before publishing
- 000-204 exam questions with exhibits
- 000-204 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring IBM certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 000-204 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 000-204 test is an important part of IBM certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 000-204 exam is essential and core part of IBM certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 000-204 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your IBM 000-204 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 000-204 now!
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QUESTION 1
Which is a key benefit of the IBM System Storage N series Write Anywhere File Layout
(WAFL) design and is the main contributor to better performance?
A. The copy-on-write feature allows WAFL to avoid duplicating blocks of data, thus
increasing performance.
B. The file placement algorithms in WAFL allow the repair of high file fragmentation
concurrently.
C. Keeping metadata in files makes it easy to increase the size of the file system on the
fly. When a new disk is added, the N serie automatically increases the size of the
metadata files.
D. The write-anywhere design allows WAFL to operate efficiently with RAID by
scheduling multiple writes to the same RAID stripe whenever possible.
Answer: D
QUESTION 2
Which IBM N series licensed feature enables a writable replica of the flexible volume?
A. Snapshot
B. SnapMirror
C. FlexCache
D. FlexClone
Answer: D
QUESTION 3
A customer wants to assign a relative priority to a volume on an N7600 running Data
ONTAP 7.2 to cause accesses to that volume to receive a priority that is higher or lower
than that of other volumes on the storage system. Which feature accomplishes this?
A. Virtual Vol
B. FlexVol with RAID-DP
C. VolShare
D. FlexShare
Answer: D
QUESTION 4
Which product allows a Storage Administrator to set storage utilization alerts for the
DS8000, DS4800, SAN Volume Controller, and EMC DMX?
A. IBM Total Productivity Center for Replication
B. IBM Total Productivity Center for Disk
C. IBM Total Productivity Center for Data
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D. IBM Total Productivity Center for Fabric
Answer: B
QUESTION 5
A customer has a MetroCluster configuration for its Lotus Notes mail data. Site A fails
and Site B takes over. How does this affect Windows users and their CIFS connections?
A. Setup must be run on Site B, redefining the previous IP addresses used by Site A so
that it can service both its own and site A's IP addresses.
B. Site B host ACLs must be updated for the failed-over Windows connections.
C. The windows users must re-establish shares using Site B addresses and hostnames.
D. Site B takes over site A's hostnames and addresses and continues to serve its own
addresses and hostnames.
Answer: D
QUESTION 6
A customer is using a CAD program on UNIX clients. The client needs a file system I/O
data storage. Which protocol should be used on the N series?
A. FCP
B. iSCSI
C. CIFS
D. NFS
Answer: D
QUESTION 7
A customer wants IBM support notified immediately in case of an N series failure.
Which feature meets this customer's needs?
A. SNMP alert
B. AutoSupport
C. Remote LAN Module
D. RemoteConsoleSupport
Answer: B
QUESTION 8
Which feature needs to be purchased as a separate license?
A. Snapshot
B. SnapBackup
C. SnapRestore
D. SnapMover
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Answer: C
QUESTION 9
A customer has five divisions in a single data center. They want a separate fabric for each
of these divisions. They also want all tape devices to be corporate resources that are
shared across the SAN fabrics. Each of these fabrics must have the ability to expand and
support up to 239 domains. The customer wants a cost-effective solution that minimizes
the number of major physical SAN components, such as switches and directors. Which
solution meets these requirements?
A. one Cisco MDS 9509 director with the VSAN feature
B. five IBM SAN256M directors and an IBM SAN24M-1 switch interconnected by an
IBM SAN16M-R router
C. one IBM SAN M14 director and an IBM SAN16B-2 switch interconnected by an IBM
SAN16M-R router
D. five IBM SAN256B directors and an IBM SAN16B-2 switch interconnected by an
IBM SAN16B-R router
Answer: A
QUESTION 10
Which type of security should be implemented in a heterogeneous environment to control
device connection?
A. WWN Access Control Lists
B. NTFS with SAMBA
C. LDAP hosted on a Linux server
D. NFS with Windows userID mapping
Answer: A
QUESTION 11
Which Domain ID range accommodates all IBM SAN switches?
A. 128 to 256
B. 1 to 256
C. 97 to 127
D. 1 to 239
Answer: C
QUESTION 12
A customer has 24 servers, an eight-host port IBM DS4800, and eight single-port
fabric-attached tape drives that are all SAN-attached. The customer needs redundant disk
connectivity and connection to tape. To follow best practice, what is the minimum
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